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This Google maps extraction tool extracts the name, address, phone number, email address, website, social media
links, reviews, current marketing pixels and more from .ppt files. Yandex.Metrica is an analytical system designed to
measure the traffic and conversion of your sites.This google maps extraction tool retrieves the geographic location of

the site and information about the geography of your visitors. Yandex metrics looks at the statistics of site visits,
conversion and cost depend on the activity of people on it, in turn, conversions give advertising, and advertising

triggers sales. Only on this blog you will find simple and convenient tools for promotion. Internet marketing chips or
how to increase sales by 5% with your own hands Let's look at what they affect in business. Allows you to highlight
those pages that you want to promote in the first place. It does not move the site to new traffic sources, but evaluates
the latest data. Your social network account Forget salespeople when they talk about how the more information you
have about you and your company, the more money you owe them. Instead, we provide conversion and traffic data

that shows how and where people are moving from different traffic sources to your site. This is an interactive map of
your site's location on the internet, allowing you to compare your current traffic with normal traffic. It displays the
conversion of all non-linguistic traffic sources. Visualization of the entire geography of the audience, as well as the

distribution of visitors by traffic sources. Try to increase the number of buyers by 7% or 4%! This data is very
important for understanding where your customers are most active and where potential buyers are. Well, the most

original feature is Google, along with Yandex.Webmaster! Enter your email or phone number and you will get a full
report, where are the transitions, what are the leads, how many users came to you, how many they bought, and how
many refused. In general, a full report for all time! Liked? Share with your friends! Do you want to receive useful
tips, new marketing tricks and ideas every day? Subscribe to our website newsletter! And get secret tips to increase

sales, attract customers and assortment in your mailbox! Enter your email address to receive useful materials directly
to your inbox: Disclaimer.All site materials are licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
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